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THURSDAY AFTERNOON

 12:00 -1:00  Pick Up Name Tags

 1:00 -1:10 Singing and Welcome

 1:10 -1:35  Message: Learning Before Teaching Robert Stauffer

 1:35-1:45 Orientation
 1:50 -2:50 WORKSHOP SESSION 1

 1.1  STORIES Talent or Training?* Loreen Plett Zehr
Do you consider yourself a naturally talented writer or one who writes with 
sweat and tears? Help us explore this statement: “Everyone can write.”

 1.2  ART Why Does Great Art Endure? Hannah Scott Nolt
In a world where we are bombarded with images, what makes some works 
of art stay alive, while others fade away? Do you wish for your own art to 
touch the soul in a greater way? Join the discussion!

 1.3  ARTICLES How to Write a Persuasive Article Nathan Zook
You should attend this workshop. The room features wall-to-wall carpeting. Your credi-
bility as a writer is on the line. Plus, people may cry if you aren’t here. When do details 
become distractions? Does effective persuasion use facts, emotions, or both? 
Are you taking your audience’s values into account or manipulating them?

 1.4  WRITING Self-Editing Caleb Crider
A short crash course—all packed into 90 minutes on the clock!—which will 
enable you to fine-tune and conduct a comprehensive edit of all of your 
articles, and making them correct grammatically, concisely worded, and 
communicate. P.S. Edit this description and bring it to class.

 1.5  POETRY Catching Reality in a Mirror: Why Great Poems Endure  
 Jennifer Perfect

Shakespeare died four hundred years ago, but we still read and quote him 
today. Hopkins has been catching us by the throat and Frost bringing the 
ordinary to vivid life for a hundred years and more. Why? 

 1.6  STORIES Conflict That Produces Change* Darryl Derstine
A child is stillborn. A suitor proposes. A five-year-old cuts off her braid with 
Grandma’s sewing scissors. Your mom gets cancer. Change often produces 
conflict—but what sort of conflict in your story will produce the desired 
change in the story characters?

 2:50 -3:00 Break
 3:00 -4:00 WORKSHOP SESSION 2

 2.1  STORIES Salted Peanuts—Writing for Pre-Readers  Angela Freed
Worthy read-aloud books salt our “peanut” readers, creating in them a 
thirst for good reading that can last a lifetime. In this workshop we’ll dis-
cuss writing that salts not only the peanuts but also the adults who read the 
stories to them. 

 2.2  ART Creating Interesting Watercolors, Part 1 Richard Martin
Come along as we paint a simple watercolor landscape. Along the way we 
will discover several “rules” to increase the beauty of our compositions. 
Beginners welcome.

* Workshops marked with an asterisk will be repeated.



 2.3  ARTICLES Turning Life Experiences Into Articles* Nathan Zook
How do you choose which personal experiences to make public? Should you 
make them public? When do we choose unusual rather than everyday experi-
ences as fodder for articles? 

 2.4  WRITING Inside Your Editor’s Head Carol Peachey Martin
Do you quake to think of submitting your writing to an editor’s scrutiny? Do 
you wish you could make your writing impervious to tampering? Hear a sim-
ple explanation about an editor’s work and her desire to be your partner, not 
your enemy, in perfecting your work for successful publication.

 2.5  MUSIC Tonality and Harmonic Function Wendell Glick
Have you ever wished to compose music but didn’t know where to start?  In 
this workshop, we will survey some basic principles of counterpoint, tonality, 
chord functions, and cadences that can add richness, color, and depth to our 
compositions.

 2.6  STORIES Turning Life Experiences Into Stories* Darryl Derstine
It’s the tired farmer. The sullen cashier. The man standing trial in chains. It’s 
you. We move amid a swirl of unwritten stories, hunting for “the one.” And in 
the search for it, you may find you’ve carried it all along.

 4:00 -4:15 Break
 4:15-5:15 WORKSHOP SESSION 3

 3.1  STORIES Allegories, Fables, and Parables* Katrina Hoover Lee
We will explore a few great allegories, fables, and parables throughout  
history. What makes them endure? How can we learn from them to write  
our own?

 3.2  ART Hand-lettering 101 Ellen Rohrer Durgin
Join us to jumpstart your inspiration for how hand-lettering can add interest 
to your words. We’ll go from letters and words to phrases and projects.

 3.3  WRITING Teaching Children Creative Writing Stephanie J. Leinbach
Young writers need guidance, but improving creative expression is more 
complicated than learning math facts and spelling words. We’ll look at five 
ingredients every beginner needs and how you can help, even if you aren’t a 
teacher.

 3.4  POETRY Words and Windows, Part 1 Elizabeth Riall
There are moments in life when a window opens and we glimpse depths of 
meaning in the world. Can words fathom those depths? Join us in watching 
the master poet Gerard Manley Hopkins weave words and open a window 
for us.

 3.5  PHOTOGRAPHY Simple and Effective Lighting Dervin Witmer
You don’t need a lot of expensive equipment to produce outstanding images. 
Learn to see and harness the light around you to create images with emo-
tional appeal that hold the viewer’s attention. We will study ways to utilize 
both natural and artificial light to successfully brighten portraits.

 3.6  STORIES Talent or Training? Loreen Plett Zehr
A repeat of Workshop 1.1 to allow more guests to attend.

 5:30 -7:00 Supper

* Workshops marked with an asterisk will be repeated.



THURSDAY EVENING

 7:00 -7:10  Singing

 7:10 -8:00 From the Pen to the Publisher 
Three experienced writers and editors share their perspectives to 
strengthen and streamline your work.

  Making Your Craft a Priority Katrina Hoover Lee

  Writers’ Groups Gina Martin

  The Publisher-Writer Partnership Caleb Crider

FRIDAY MORNING

 8:30 -8:40 Singing and Offering

 8:40 -9:05  Message: Listening Before Speaking Robert Stauffer

 9:05-9:10 Announcements
 9:15-10:15 WORKSHOP SESSION 4

 4.1  STORIES Conflict That Produces Change Darryl Derstine
A repeat of Workshop 1.6 to allow more guests to attend.

 4.2  ART Rendering Textures With Pencil and Charcoal Hannah Scott Nolt
Do you wish to achieve a greater degree of realism in your drawings? 
Come explore advanced techniques for portraying a variety of tex-
tures in a single drawing. Experiment with the blending of charcoal 
and pencil on a variety of surfaces to create both real and perceived 
textures. For advanced artists; beginners also welcome.

 4.3  WRITING Polishing Your Grammar Gary Horst
Why should grammar be important to the editor of the church paper, 
the minister in the pulpit, the writer at her desk, and the produce farmer? 
Come to this workshop to discover why polishing your writing mat-
ters. We will also identify common grammar mistakes and talk about 
methods and sources that help us evaluate and improve our grammar.

 4.4  MUSIC Composing a Melody Wendell Glick
Writing a melody can be the simplest, yet most mysterious and 
abstract task of a composition.  In this workshop, we will examine 
some enduring melodies and build on some basic harmonic princi-
ples to find guidelines to shape our own melodies. 

 4.5  PHOTOGRAPHY Amazing Backyard Photos, Part 1 Regina 
Rosenberry

A monarch butterfly, a newly opened tulip, a boy in overalls and yel-
low boots . . . Join us as we learn how to capture these backyard scenes 
using depth of field, angles, lighting, and other simple methods.

 4.6  ARTICLES Turning Life Experiences Into Articles Nathan Zook
A repeat of Workshop 2.3 to allow more guests to attend.

 10:15-10:30 Break

* Workshops marked with an asterisk will be repeated.



 10:30 -11:30 WORKSHOP SESSION 5

 5.1  STORIES Self-Editing Fiction Jennifer Perfect
How can you improve your story to make your editor’s job easier? 
We’ll look at raw manuscripts and discuss how to fix some common 
problems. We’ll also talk about ways to re-see your writing so you can 
spot those problems.

 5.2  ART Creating Interesting Watercolors, Part 2 Richard Martin
We will continue painting and discovering more secrets of 
beautiful design.

 5.3  WRITING What Is Writing Style?* Gina Martin 
Style can be defined in many ways and differs from genre, voice, and 
tone. We will examine the potential of style and look for ways it can be 
used to communicate more effectively.

 5.4  ARTICLES Writing About Controversial Topics Robert Stauffer
Why do we write about controversial topics?  We will consider how  
we come across to readers, what authority we write from, and our need 
for humility.

 5.5  PHOTOGRAPHY Amazing Backyard Photos, Part 2 Regina Rosenberry
Bring your cameras! This hands-on class will involve an outside photo 
shoot using tips from the first class. Then we will share and give feed-
back on each other’s photos.

 5.6  STORIES Realistically Portraying Human Nature*  Stephanie J. Leinbach
Anne Shirley. Father Tim. Eeyore. Jo March. In the hands of great writ-
ers, imaginary characters become real people. We’ll explore the traits 
that make us human and how to create characters who authentically 
display them.

 11:45-1:15 Lunch

FRIDAY AFTERNOON

 1:15-2:15 WORKSHOP SESSION 6

 6.1  STORIES Realistically Portraying Human Nature  Stephanie J. Leinbach
A repeat of Workshop 5.6 to allow more guests to attend.

 6.2  ART Sketching With Joy Richard Martin
Freehand sketching of faces can be scary! Let’s reduce the tension 
and increase the fun. We will focus mostly on unique people—big 
noses, big ears, lots of character. This is a graphite sketching class.  
Beginners welcome.

 6.3  WRITING Researching for Accuracy Loreen Plett Zehr
How important is accuracy? Does research always result in accuracy? 
What creates authority in research? Research raises lots of questions. 
How do we deal with that? 

 6.4  POETRY Words and Windows, Part 2 Elizabeth Riall
Having explored Hopkin’s poem, let’s write one as a group on the same 
model. Share the depths you glimpse through your window. Share the 
words you love.

* Workshops marked with an asterisk will be repeated.



 6.5  GRAPHIC DESIGN Principles of Great Design Shandon Mullet
In an ordered universe, pixels on a screen are not magically exempted from 
the need for intelligent design. This workshop will dig into some of the prin-
ciples that bring order and beauty to the chaos of color, space, and shape.

 6.6  STORIES What Is Writing Style? Gina Martin
A repeat of Workshop 5.3 to allow more guests to attend.

 2:15-2:35 Break
 2:35-3:35 WORKSHOP SESSION 7

 7.1  STORIES Turning Life Experiences Into Stories Darryl Derstine
A repeat of Workshop 2.6 to allow more guests to attend.

 7.2  ART Pencil Drawings That Sparkle Ben Zimmerman
Crisp, brilliant highlights. Dark, intense, shadows. Dramatic master-
pieces. Combine darks and lights to create appealing and captivating 
artwork. Come and be inspired!

 7.3  ARTICLES Spurring the Reader to Action Robert Stauffer
Do we write with the goal of lighting a fire in our readers’ hearts?  Come 
prepared to discuss effective methods of motivating readers to act upon 
what they have read.

 7.4  MUSIC Voice Leading and Form Wendell Glick
We will spend most of this workshop exploring guidelines for four-part 
voice leading in the common practice style, followed by a look at applied 
chords (including secondary dominants) and some formal structures that 
can help you turn a few musical ideas into a complete song.

 7.5  GRAPHIC DESIGN Process of Book Design Shandon Mullet
Book covers/layouts are often treated as mere vehicles for content, but 
thoughtful design can enhance and elevate the material. In this class the 
principles of great design will be applied specifically to the process of type-
setting and designing a book. 

 7.6  STORIES Allegories, Fables, and Parables Katrina Hoover Lee
A repeat of Workshop 3.1 to allow more guests to attend.

 3:35-3:50 Break

 3:50 -4:20  Message: Suffering Before Singing Robert Stauffer

 4:30 -6:00 Supper (here or to-go)

Questions? Phone: 540-434-0768 (8:30-5:00 M-F) | Email: wac@christianlight.org

DIRECTIONS TO HICKORY HOLLOW CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
3206 Limestone Lane, Dayton VA, 22821 (GPS Only)

Traveling on I-81
Take Exit 243; turn left onto Rt. 11. Go 0.9 miles; turn right onto Rt. 701 (Pike Church 
Road). Go 1.4 miles; turn left onto Rt. 701 (W. Mosby Road). Go 0.6 miles; turn left 
onto Rt. 42. Take next right onto Rt. 257 (Mason Street). Go 1.1 miles; turn right onto 
Limestone Lane. Go 0.2 miles; Hickory Hollow Christian School is on the right.


